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ZSJPDP Ceiling lights LED Ceiling Light, Round Modern Slim Light Fixture, Bedroom, kitchen, baby, children's laundry room, three
colors in one

 

A lamp, three colors: Most users don't know which color temperature (warm white / neutral is white / day) suitable for their room. The professional solution of the dumplings

ceiling lamp solves your problem.

Tweet

ZSJPDP Ceiling lights LED Ceiling Light, Round
Modern Slim Light Fixture

 0 reviews | Write a review

$24.99

PRODUCT CODE: 1H-43U2-26GM

AVAILABILITY: In Stock

Qty: + 1 -

  

Share

Shipping options

Ships in 5 business days 

FREE in United States

Ships from US 

Offer policy

OBO - Seller accepts offers on this item. 

Return policy

Full refund available within 30 days

Payment options 
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Safety Defender] High quality refractory plastic housing prevents potential risks caused by electric shock, electric overflow or even electric short circuits. It also involves

power supply designs for short circuit protection. Protect your family's safety

Excellent reliability for long-term use: Due to years, by comparing the body of other metal products, the housing of the turn on automatically LED chandelier will not be

damaged or rot. Excellent dust-proof performance, easy to clean. More than 8 hours a day, life can last for 3 years.

Your monthly charge will be lowered and drop: no extra bulbs are required. The output brightness of the 12W ZSJPDP LED chandelier is equivalent to the traditional 200W

five light bulb (40WEA) incandescent lamp holder (equal to 90% of energy conservation). Buy a good LED ceiling lamp, choose a lower power, but the brightness is high,

the power consumption is higher, and the price is higher.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

3 in 1 CCT surface mount LED ceiling lamp 

This ceiling is only 12 watts and LED technology, there is no extra bulb, easy to install, it looks pretty beautiful design is quite beautiful, it shows higher brightness than

traditional incandescent bulbs. Real energy conservation and high efficiency. Your electricity bill will be lower and low. In short, less power consumption, but the brightness is

high. 

Ultra-thin body 

This LED top lamp is ultra-thin. The height of the whole body is only 2.4 cm (about 0.94 inches). This design makes it very low and the embedded is elevated. 

High quality material 

The front is a narrow edge design that makes the illumination area wider and further increases the brightness output. The highest level of fire-resistant plastic materials do not

have fire hazards or leakage risks to protect your family's security. 

Dustproof design 

The whole product is very brilliant. Therefore, dust-proof performance is excellent. No pilots or dust can be entered. Always clean.

Product details

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer：No 

Manufacturer :ZSJPDP
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